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Volos Guide to Crimmor
Ahem, My apologies dear reader. I have been laid up at a large and pleasant
inn known as The Pearl for the past tenday and so this post has been delayed.
While I have been informed The Pearl is the best accommodation for rental in
Crimmor, I have been recovering from some rather foul water served me
upon my arrival. I'm assured that despite the laughter of the barmaid while
bringing me the water that it was entirely unintentional that I was served
water from the Alandor River instead of the proper water from pristine
cisterns in nearby hills which is served to travellers. I remain in a weakened
state, but my pen hand has strengthened sufficiently.
While Crimmor is by no means the largest city in the Realms, it is
significantly larger than several more well known cities such as Neverwinter.
The broad avenues of that city are also little to be found in Crimmor. With the
exception of a few major thoroughfares known as The Coins and The High
Ride, Crimmor's streets are narrow, twisting and turning affairs, full of the dirt
of the city and the poisoned air that floats over Crimmor from the numerous
tanneries nearby. The tannery air is, I am told, responsible for the brilliant
colors of sunset in Crimmor.

The Coins is certainly representative of business in Crimmor. Crimmor is said
to be not only the caravan capital of Amn, but of all Faerun. Much of the
actual caravan work is handled outside the city walls however, as the tightly
packed city has no room for large caravan camps. Instead, the numerous
caravan merchant companies and their related businesses have their
headquarters within the city while the horses, oxen, wagons and the rest of the
miscellaneous makings of a caravan house outside the city. Crimmor also has
a thriving docks district, with ships regularly coming up the Alandor River
from Athkatla and farther afield to transfer their goods to caravan.
With all the commerce flowing through Crimmor one would think the
Shadow Thieves, that guild that makes it their habit to keep a hand in the
purse of the unwary from Calimshan to Neverwinter, would busily be in
conflict with the local government over who could extract more gold from the
populace. Instead, the Shadow Thieves are known to stay their hands in
Crimmor for the most part. This is believed to be due to the influence of one
of the local ruling families, the Crytrappers, in providing safety for some
senior Shadow Thieves early in the guild's hundred year history. In return for
allowing them to escape the hangman's noose, the Crytrappers extracted a
promise that Crimmor would be safe from the worst of their predations.
This has resulted in an unusual situation for a thieves guild. The Shadow
Thieves certainly do not operate openly, and indeed they often mark
particularly valuable caravans for their interest elsewhere, but instead of
actively preying on Crimmor they exist in an uneasy and often hidden
alliance with forces within the city, helping to protect Crimmor from the
kinds of outsiders and threats that they are best equipped to handle.
Lest you think the rulers of Crimmor have found some solution to the
problem of thieves that has eluded the rest of Faerun, let me assure you this is
not so. They remain a problem for those in power in the city, for instead of
working purely for their own interests they are also believed to occasionally
aid the large families and Guilds of Crimmor in their shifting relations with
each other. Indeed, common rumors have the Shadow Thieves siding with
both the Ophal and Crytrapper families, both against each other and in
support of and to the detriment of Mayor Braen. Of course, no group admits to
employing the Shadow Thieves, and it may well be that all, or none, of these
rumors speak true.

The other group in Crimmor that is well known to those outside Amn is the
Cowled Wizards. Indeed, their Enclave dominates the Wheel Ward in the south
of the city, and a small Enclave also exists in Purse Ward in the north. While
they do not as actively oppose those outside their group who use magic as
they did in Athkatla during the Time of Troubles, they remain inscrutable and
actively hostile to those outside their ken who would try to gain entrance to
their Enclaves. With such a presence, it strains belief to think they do not have
influence in Crimmor, with various groups trying to curry their favor. They
have steadfastly denied so however, stating they prefer to be turned inward in
development of magic, and woe be unto any who would interfere with their
work. Indeed, so powerful are they, that they form their own system of
punishment that the rest of Crimmor does not interfere with. Reader be
warned, for this includes death to non Cowled Wizards who enter their
Enclaves. Much like an embassy, inside the Enclaves their laws apply. While
who is a member of the Cowled Wizards is no secret, for they do not wear the
Cowl outside their Enclaves, who leads the Cowled Wizards of Crimmor is a
mystery to all save themselves.
The great news of note for the adventurous in the current year is the reputed
discovery of the location of an object known as the Fell Talisman. Exactly
what this Talisman is and exactly what powers it has depends on who you ask,
as does the actual location of the Talisman. It's reputed powers range from
none, a prank by a trickster deity, to allowing it's owner to change the face of
Faerun. It is my professional opinion that the truth lies somewhere in between
this vast gap. One thing is definitely true, the reputed discovery has attracted
attention both from the sorts of heroes that wander the land as well as
Crimmor's local powers.
Crimmor is a human city, and perhaps four of five people you meet are
human. The rest are predominantly halfling and some of half-orcish blood,
with a smattering of others. Gnomes are unheard of, and many reading this
will breathe a sigh of relief at such. Halflings here are known for their
business sense, and are treated as equals by the human population. Others less
so, though being born Crimman helps. As long as you are a competent
businessperson, Crimmans will treat you well. Carrying a weapon is frowned
upon by the local populace as being uncouth, unlike Neverwinter, you can't
simply walk in to a store sword drawn and expect to do business.

The Council of Six, the rulers of Amn, are mostly content to rule from
Athkatla. Only the Namarch, by the name of Qar Jysstev, keeps an estate in
Crimmor, though he remains in Athkatla with the rest of the Council. I did
manage to wrangle myself an invitation to a party held at the estate, and it is
an impressive place indeed. The Namarch is responsible for Amn's import
trade, so his estate here in a city known for trade is fitting. The import trade is
a high visibility area given Amn's colonies in Maztica.
With the Council in Athkatla, power in Crimmor flows through the hands of
the ruling families, the Ophals and the Crytrappers. Tthe five main guilds of
Crimmor also have influence, the Wagonmakers, the Dockhands, the
Wheelwrights, the Smiths, and the Leatherers. Other guilds also exist of
course. Existing outside the normal structures of power, but no doubt weilding
influence, are the Shadow Thieves and the Cowled Wizards. Getting someone
to speak on just what influence they have is like trying to hold conversation
with a stone golem, you may get a grunt or two, but no useful information.
The Mayor is Corl Braen, a relation of the Crytrappers. It is felt that Lady
Ophal would like that to change.
Unlike the cities of the Sword Coast, whose histories measure in hundreds of
years at best, Crimmor was founded near to 100DR, some 1250 years ago, by
Calishite immigrants of the Shoon Empire. The occasional Shoon ruin is still
found in Amn. The Council of Six has ruled Amn for less than 200 years
however, born out of what else for Amn but a trade war. Lest you think, dear
reader, that you can simply board a ship in Crimmor and head for Amn's
colonies in Maztica, the Council holds strict controls over passage to and from
that far off land. The odds of booking passage are both slim and requiring of
many pieces of gold.
Amn itself is in an interesting state, a humanoid army captured the port city
of Murann only two years prior to my putting pen to paper on Crimmor.
Crimmor itself is far enough from this, but Amn is also dealing with the
defection of the city of Riatavin to Tethyr in the same year. It seems all want a
piece of Amn's gold. Crimmor remains mostly unaffected by these events,
preferring to leave political dealing in the hands of Athkatla, and has even
benefitted some as some ships and caravans that would normally be based in
Murann or Riatvain now make their homes in Crimmor. With all the recent
events, Crimmor has established a large and well maintained wall system to
protect it, with only two large gates granting entrance to the city itself. It also

maintains a competent and orderly city guard. Crimmor has also cleared the
lands surrounding the walls to a distance of a ballista flight, and area known
as the Keepclear. In suitable weather, many Crimmans take to the Keepclear
for picnics, so not all are afraid of an enemy's army approach.
Crimmor itself lies up the Alandor River from Athkatla, making easiest
passage between the two typically via boat. The Alandor finds it's headwaters
in Lake Weng. The Alandor itself runs along the southern edge of the
Cloudpeaks. Those that have read my history of the Bhaalspawn may
recognize the name of Nashkel, the small town on the north of the
Cloudpeaks that is at the edge of Amn. Crimmor only rarely sees the winter
snows that fall in the Cloud Peaks and farther north, perhaps once a year or
less, but it also does not face the stifling heat of Calimshan's deserts.

Maps of the Wards
Painted by a wizard taking advantage of a levitate spell to produce a unique
perspective for her work, here are overhead views of various Wards of
Crimmor, first in relation to each other, then large maps of each individual
Ward.
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A guide to Thieves Cant
The Shadow Thieves of Crimmor speak in Cant, predominantly taken from
http://www.pascalbonenfant.com/18c/cant/ , which draws from various real
world cant dictionaries and sources published between 1737 and 1819.
bang up -> good, nice
bantling -> child
baste, basting -> beat physically, beating
the belch -> beer
bene - > ok or good
beneship -> very good
bingo -> brandy
bingo merchant -> barkeep
Buckinger's Boot -> a woman's privates
cackle -> information
cackler -> chicken/poultry
canting crew -> criminal underworld in general
chafed -> beaten
chapt -> thirsty
chaser -> generic guard, as of a store, not the city Guard
chunk o' gin -> diamond
clear -> drunk
cobblers punch -> Treacle, vinegar, gin, and water
conny wobble -> eggs and brandy, beat together
cool crape -> burial shroud
cordon -> lapel pin
cove -> person, so a bene cove is a good fellow
crash - > kill
croaked -> dead
cull -> honest person
cup of comfort -> good news
dark -> secret (dark speaker would be someone who tells secrets, Dark Speaker
is also a Guild title for a researcher into hidden information)
dank dark -> a dungeon
dead man's whisky -> embalming fluid
dreadful -> bad (as in bad news)
drink -> potion
dry bob -> copulation without emission
fair rub -> ok

fancy booze -> jewelry
fetch -> a trick, wheedle, or invention to deceive
fire a slug -> have a drink
flash teller -> mage/wizard
flash writin's -> wizards spellbook
flesh tinker -> cleric/priest
gills-> cheeks
glimm -> eye. eg: glimms ->eyes
guesthouse ->prison in general
Heady Cully -> The Shadowmaster
Hempen widow -> a woman whose husband was hung for crimes
hempen fever -> to be hung, "she caught the hempen fever"
hushd -> murdered
idea pot -> head
jingle brains -> wild, thoughtless, stupid
jobber -> merchant
ladies white flag -> hankerchief
long tongue -> informant
kate -> lockpicking specialist thief
kill care club -> a festhall or other place where dancing and drinking take
place.
kill-devil -> burnt rum
kiss the dust -> die/kill (make someone kiss the dust)
kisses -> thanks or a farewell
knob -> skull/head
knock down -> strong beer or ale
knuckle -> about 15 minutes
libbege -> bed
made a dutchess -> to "enjoy" a woman with her clothes on, or by a man in
boots
maintenance men -> the "fixers" of the Shadow Thieves in Crimmor, the pc
holds one of these positions
make content -> murder someone who resists being robbed
mill -> to fight
mithril -> high quality or important
napper -> thief
nubbins -> young/youth
nuts -> happy
palaver -> lie

pillows -> tools used by thieves (as thieves are known as nappers)
proper -> good, a proper gentleman would be a good thief.
put on -> deliver
rattle the idea pot -> think
rig -> any game may be termed a rig
robust -> powerful
rum -> good
rum-nantz -> good brandy
scrape -> problem
shaver -> a subtle, smart fellow; "He shaves close"
simkin -> a fool, a stupid person
six and tips -> whisky mixed with beer
stingo -> strong beer
souse crown -> a fool
stop hole -> hideout, or the house of a thief
the Thaeldorn's guesthouse -> Crimmor's prison
ticket -> codeword or passphrase
without a cool crape -> to die without a burial
writin' -> book or scroll
Iltarch -> the member of the Council of Six responsible for intelligence.
Meisarch -> the senior member of the Council of Six of Amn, the rulers of
Amn
Namarch -> the member of the Council of Six responsible for imports into
Amn, also responsible for trade routes and tarrifs
Tessarch -> the member of the Council of Six responsible for the judicial
branch of government

Pseudo Prestige classes
There is a bookcase in your home that you can use to collect books and access
a number of "pseudo" prestige classes by placing the books on the shelves and
then reading them. If you meet the pre-requisites of the class, you will be
granted access. These are not true prestige classes, you do not gain levels in
them. Rather they represent special abilities you will gain access to. While you
can switch between them, only one may be active at a given time.
Dark Host
Sometimes, when talented mortals die near portals to the Lower Planes, a nonphysical creature from the Lower Planes takes the opportunity to step through
the portal, and reanimate the dead mortal. The mortal springs back to life
through the power of the creature, and their souls become bonded together.
Pre-requisites: Unknown
Benefits: Unknown
Note: Players with the Dark Host Prestige are not able to use Hidden Theurgy, as they must
maintain vigilance over the symbiotic creature. Additionally, the symbiotic creature is
occaisionally able to take sufficient control to control the mortal's actions. This manifests
ingame as loss of control during conversation. The creature speaks through you, and you
only have a single conversation option, one that may not be what you desire. It is marked
ingame when the creature is speaking through you by the tag "Dark Host" in your
conversation lines.

Hidden Theurge
The Hidden Theurge is a master of sleight of hand and prestidigitation.
Through a combination of misdirection, carefully chosen words, and
quickness of hand, the Hidden Theurge is able to cast spells on people during
conversation, without them realizing. Pre-requisites: Concentration 8, Sleight
of Hand 8, Spellcraft 8.
Benefits: The Hidden Theurge often uses Charm or Fear spells to get their
way in conversation, other spells may be situationally useful as well. Use is not
automatic, the ability to cast a spell in conversation depends on not only
having the spell available, but passing skill checks granting the Hidden
Theurge the opportunity to weave the verbal and somatic components of the
spell into the conversation.
Maester
Maesters are the master crafters of the gnome world, combining technical and

magical expertise to create marvels. They specialize in the creation of magic
items, blending their skills and ability toward the construction of items that
are their art and livelihood. While gnomes are renowned for their magical
craftsmanship, they don't have a monopoly on the trade, so others have been
able to learn the abilities of the class. Pre-requisites: Craft Alchemy 8, Craft
Armor 8, Craft Weapon 8, Use Magic Device 4. Must have one Craft feat (Craft
Magic Arms and Armor, Craft Wand, or Craft Wondrous Item). Must be able
to cast 3rd level arcane spells.
Benefits: Maesters gain unlimited use of the Identify spell via magical goggles
they craft, and a free Crafting feat of their choice.
Master of Masks
Belief and perception shape reality. In worlds where religions derive might
from the faith of believers and where amazing magic sways the mind, those
who command the senses hold great power. In such an environment, the
master of masks takes center stage. Wearer of a thousand faces, with an
identity as fluid as that of a crowd of strangers, this thespian of possibilities
decides what is real and what can be. Pre-requisites: Bluff 8, Perform 8, Skill
Focus: Perform.
Benefits: The Master of Masks can craft a magical mask, granting themselves
additional abilities related to the archetype they adopt while wearing the
mask. In addition, the masks make the wearer detect as specific alignments.
Crafting the mask costs 5,000 gold. Mask types include Angelic, Archmage,
Assassin, Demon, Dragon, Faceless, Gladiator, High Priest, Jester, Lich, Lord,
and Savage. These masks can only be worn by the Master of Masks who made
them, as they are fit to their face.
Spymaster
Some adventurers glory in their reputation, the wider their exploits are
known, the happier they are. By contrast, the spymaster prefers to avoid
attention. She does her work quietly and in private, keeping well away from
public scrutiny. To allay suspicions, she often maintains a cover identity by
pretending to be a member of some other class, typically the one in which she
began her career. Pre-requisites: Bluff 8, Diplomacy 8, Hide 8, Listen 8, Sleight
of Hand 8, Spot 8, Skill Focus: Bluff.
Benefits: Spymasters are immune to alignment detection, always detecting as
the appropriate alignment. Additonally, a spymaster excels at hiding things on

themselves, and gains twice the hiding capacity from wearing equipment
designed to do hide items. Finally, your contacts can occaisionally make your
life easier.
Urban Savant
The Urban Savant is a scholar at heart, with a voracious appetite for
information. While those of an intellectual bent (particularly bards or wizards)
are best suited to the role, urban savants also hail from the ranks of skill heavy
classes such as rangers and rogues. The Urban Savant is dedicated to the study
of the city they live in, and the creatures and people who prowl it. An urban
savant is an expert on the local community. If something has been around for
a while, they've likely either heard stories about it or had direct contact with it.
They see threats to their city as a threat to themselves. Pre-requisites: Lore 8,
Collect complete set of History of Crimmor books in your library.
Benefits: Urban Savants gain Armor Proficiency: Light, and Armored Caster.
Additionally their encyclopedic knowledge of the city and it's history provides
various benefits.

Gameplay
Crimmor includes a variety of things the typical Neverwinter Nights 2 module
does not. Hopefully the following information will clarify things.
Hidden Weapons
Items whose descriptions say they are "Hidden Weapons", such as the Sleeve
Blade, are visible to the player, but treated by scripting as if they are not
detectable ingame. Thus, while there is no difference on your computer screen
between a Sleeve Blade and a dagger for instance, a merchant will refuse to
talk to you if you're waving around a dagger, while the same merchant will
talk to you if you have a Sleeve Blade equipped, since the merchant doesn't
"see" it. Hidden weapons otherwise function as regular weapons of the type
indicated in the item description.
In addition to items whose descriptions state they are a "Hidden Weapon", the
following weapons classes are "hidden" by default for rule purposes because
they are designed to be worn concealed, easy to disguise their use (staff as a
walking stick), or simply unexpected (unarmed): darts, shuriken, staff,
unarmed. If you believe other weapon categories should be "hidden" by
default, let me know.
In addition, practice with hidden weapons will let you use them for a sudden
strike during conversations if you have them equipped, potentially
assassinating the person you are speaking with. This is only built into
conversations where you reasonably might want to do this, no assassinating
random merchants. You must have the Weapon Focus feat in the equipped
weapon, and make a Sleight of Hand check. Failure of the check means they
receive some damage (which may still be enough to kill them) and become
hostile (obviously). The standard DC for this is DC 25, it may be adjusted by
difficulty.
Hidden Pocket and Lead Lined Armor
Items with the description "Hidden Pocket" have pockets and sheathes custom
built in to them in order to allow their wearer to hide weapons on themselves,
yet leave the weapons available for easy access. "Lead Lined" ups the trickery,
lining the pockets and sheathes with lead thread to protect against magical
detection as well.
The capacity of hidden pocket and lead lined items are as follows:
Chest slot (armor/robes) and cloak slot: 1 small weapon, 2 tiny weapons.

Other item slots: 1 tiny weapon.
Special: Cloak of Weaponry: 1 medium, 1 small, and 2 tiny weapons.
Players with the Spymaster pseudo class have their hiding capacity doubled
due to their class ability, so a Spymaster wearing hidden pocket leather armor
and no other hidden pocket items would have a capacity of 2 small and 4 tiny
weapons versus the standard hidden pocket leather armor capacity of 1 small
and 2 tiny.
Hiding capacity is calculated per pc, and capacity can not be combined to hide
a larger item. If a pc has a capacity of 0 small and any number of tiny, they
can not hide a small sized weapon. This is due to the custom tailored nature of
the hidden pocket items, as well as the impossibility of combining tiny space
among hidden pocket items worn in different slots (no combining the space of
the hidden belt and hidden boots). Though irrelevant in a solo module,
capacity is calculated per party member and can not be shared. No matter
how much capacity the rogue has, he can't hide a short sword if the paladin is
the one carrying it. Items in inventory are assumed to be hidden if the hiding
capacity exists, players do not need to mark an item as "hidden". Items are
counted in inventory order, so is the hiding capacity is 2 tiny, the first two tiny
weapons in inventory will be treated as being hidden, the third and
subsequent tiny weapons are treated as not visible/detectable.
Weapons are categorized based on their size, per
http://nwn2.wikia.com/wiki/Weapon_size
The following weapons are in the small size category: light crossbow, short
sword, handaxe, kama, mace, sickle, light hammer, dart.
The following weapons are in the tiny category: kukri, dagger, shuriken, sling.
I have intentionally considered a sling as tiny instead of small for the
purposes of hidden armor due to it's all leather construction, making it easy to
fold up and hide.

